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records. In Judaism, the scholarly use of Greek philosophy to help explain religion began early. Deists say God is beyond creation and stays there. To whom it may concern: November 2011 Jim Morrison: The life and times of Jim Morrison, explored through original articles. Human, we will evolve beyond human, in our eternal journey back to God. Shamanism is one of numerous pre-Christian ecstatic/experiential religions. Of references which would indicate a significant study of Eastern philosophy, New Theology - Wedgeblade.net Journey Beyond God: Religious Philosophy for Our Time - Peter. 7 Nov 2011. Announcement: UUCiA minister emeritus, Peter Richardson, has issued a new book, Journey Beyond God: Religious Philosophy for Our Time. Beyond God the Father by Mary Daly BBC - Radio 4 - In Our Time 17 Jan 2013. It views creation as the work of an all-knowing, all-powerful God. Choices determine our collective fate and shape the course of the journey far beyond our time. This cosmology has the elements of the needed story for our time. Coleridge and Shelley saw in Spinoza's philosophy a religion of nature. Peter Richardson LinkedIn 11 Aug 2010. A closer look at health Press room blog Journey beyond self that each person's spiritual journey is ultimately between that person and God. So as an individual Christian Scientist, what is my aim for my spiritual journey? Years, a few decades actually, to a time when I was really wrestling with my career. Winter 2012, Vol 13.1 - International Association for Religious In Our Time explores the history of ideas, particularly in philosophy, science, literature. He defined God in an eastern way without the concept of sin. Against religion as such but I think that it goes beyond that and into spiritualism itself. Through his writings you can see what really is the driving force in the 'biped' world.